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About this free course
This free course is an adapted extract from the Open University course developed from extract parts of
LGXF003 - Beginners French 3: absolument! - https://www.open.ac.uk/courses/short-courses/lgxf003.
This version of the content may include video, images and interactive content that may not be optimised
for your device.
You can experience this free course as it was originally designed on OpenLearn, the home of free
learning from The Open University –
Getting started with French 3
There you’ll also be able to track your progress via your activity record, which you can use to
demonstrate your learning.
Copyright © 2021 The Open University
Intellectual property
Unless otherwise stated, this resource is released under the terms of the Creative Commons Licence
v4.0 http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/deed.en_GB. Within that The Open University
interprets this licence in the following way:
www.open.edu/openlearn/about-openlearn/frequently-asked-questions-on-openlearn. Copyright and
rights falling outside the terms of the Creative Commons Licence are retained or controlled by The Open
University. Please read the full text before using any of the content.
We believe the primary barrier to accessing high-quality educational experiences is cost, which is why
we aim to publish as much free content as possible under an open licence. If it proves difficult to release
content under our preferred Creative Commons licence (e.g. because we can’t afford or gain the
clearances or find suitable alternatives), we will still release the materials for free under a personal enduser licence.
This is because the learning experience will always be the same high quality offering and that should
always be seen as positive – even if at times the licensing is different to Creative Commons.
When using the content you must attribute us (The Open University) (the OU) and any identified author in
accordance with the terms of the Creative Commons Licence.
The Acknowledgements section is used to list, amongst other things, third party (Proprietary), licensed
content which is not subject to Creative Commons licensing. Proprietary content must be used (retained)
intact and in context to the content at all times.
The Acknowledgements section is also used to bring to your attention any other Special Restrictions
which may apply to the content. For example there may be times when the Creative Commons NonCommercial Sharealike licence does not apply to any of the content even if owned by us (The Open
University). In these instances, unless stated otherwise, the content may be used for personal and noncommercial use.
We have also identified as Proprietary other material included in the content which is not subject to
Creative Commons Licence. These are OU logos, trading names and may extend to certain
photographic and video images and sound recordings and any other material as may be brought to your
attention.
Unauthorised use of any of the content may constitute a breach of the terms and conditions and/or
intellectual property laws.
We reserve the right to alter, amend or bring to an end any terms and conditions provided here without
notice.
All rights falling outside the terms of the Creative Commons licence are retained or controlled by The
Open University.
Head of Intellectual Property, The Open University
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Introduction
Bonjour.
This two-week course offers you the opportunity to learn how to ask for directions. Starting
with the basic vocabulary you’ll progress towards being able to say more and more, ask
questions and understand replies. Little by little you will improve your ability to have more
complex conversations and to understand more language in a variety of different
scenarios.
Each week comprises 3–4 hours of interactive activities, explanations, exercises and tips
about language learning. It’s a good idea to keep notes either in a notebook or on your
preferred digital device; each week you’ll be encouraged to add to your own personal
phrase book and decide how you can best go about memorising and practising key
phrases and vocabulary. At the end of each week you will have a quiz to revise what you
have been learning.
To start with, consider how you’ll organise your studies. Learning languages is a gradual
process and, if possible, it is best to spread your 3–4 hours over the week, rather than
studying the whole week’s work in one go. You then get the opportunity to revise
vocabulary and language structures, to review quickly what you did last time and above all
to practise and consolidate. For example, by listening several times to the same
recording, you will learn vocabulary and perfect your accent for the speaking activities.
After completing this course, you will be able to:
●
●
●
●
●

ask for directions to key places in French-speaking towns
use the main prepositions of location
understand and give directions using a variety of phrases including devoir and il faut
pronounce un, une and the letters ‘h’ and ‘r’
use vocabulary to indicate the sequence of events.
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Open Centre for Languages and Cultures
This course has been developed from extract parts of
LGXF003 - Beginners French 3: absolument!. The Open University has launched a
dedicated learning centre called The Open Centre for Languages and Cultures.
OpenLearn is supporting this project and is providing extracted units of all courses on The
Open Centre in our dedicated Language and Cultures Hub.
The Open Centre for Languages and Cultures is the exciting new home for nonaccredited language and intercultural communication short courses. You can study a wide
range of language and language related subjects with us anywhere in the world, in any
time zone, whatever your motivation – leisure, professional development or academic.
It’s the one stop shop for engaging with languages, professional communication and
intercultural dialogue.
Our short courses allow us to be agile and responsive to the needs of learners who want
to be part of a global society. We offer non-accredited short courses in a range of subjects
including modern languages and languages for business and the workplace. We are also
leading the way in developing short courses for academic research methods and presessional English with IELTS, which will be available for registration in due course.
The Open Centre for Languages and Cultures is an international leader in online
language learning and intercultural communications, built on our pioneering pedagogy
and research.
What makes the Open Centre different?
●

●

●

●

●

The OU is the leader in online learning and teaching with a heritage of more than 50
years helping students achieve their learning ambitions.
The short courses are underpinned by academic rigour and designed by native
speakers experienced in producing engaging materials for online learning of
languages and cultures.
The graduating nature of the courses means that learners can build up their
language and skills over time.
Learners will also gain a better understanding of the culture(s) associated with the
language(s) they study enabling the development of intercultural communication
skills.
Learners can mix and match the short courses and study more than one course at a
time.

Once this course is complete you will be directed to OpenLearn’s hub for language
content where you will be able to build on your newly found language skills.
Now that you’re fully prepared, it’s time to start on Week 1.
Bonnes études! (Enjoy your studies!)
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Images
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Don't miss out
If reading this text has inspired you to learn more, you may be interested in joining the
millions of people who discover our free learning resources and qualifications by visiting
The Open University – www.open.edu/openlearn/free-courses.
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